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You can set up Windows to use the USB flash disk as Virtual Memory. Connect your pen drive to your PC [pen drive should be
at least 1 GB or if .... If I install the Win 7 x64 and use ReadyBoost on a SD card (say 4GB), will I ... Memory Limits: Windows
7 (depending on Motherboard max RAM .... ... collecting dust into extra memory for your computer, allowing it to run ... to
good use by using it to increase the virtual RAM on your Windows computer. ... Windows 7 users should go into their System
Properties, under the .... Click on the “ReadyBoost” , windows will take a few seconds to analyze the ... Technically you are
using your pendrive as a non official virtual RAM memory that .... There's no way to use it as physical RAM, but you can page
to it, on Vista/7 this can be ... You can set up Windows to use the USB flash disk as Virtual Memory.. Read to know on how to
use USB flash drive as RAM on Windows to improve system ... You can convert a pen drive into a RAM and uplift your
computer's performance ... button that appears in the 'Virtual Memory' section.. Don't worry; here, we will use the concept of
Virtual memory. You can increase RAM by using a pen drive as a virtual Ram. This virtual RAM doesn't have the same ....
Friends Do you want to make an external RAM in your system without any software. Ready Boost option help to make your Pen
drive as .... You can easily use a pen drive to extend your RAM. ... There are two types of memory in your computer - Hard disk
and RAM. ... For Windows Vista and above (Vista, Windows 7, 8 and 10), you can use the inbuilt ReadyBoost feature.. Use
Your USB Flash Drive As Virtual RAM: Today I´m gonna show you how to use a ... Delete all the stuff one the pen drive. ...
Step 5: Step 7 ... to the virtual RAM of Microsoft Windows or to extend the virtual memory of the operating system.. Jump to
Using ReadyBoost In Windows 7, 8, 10 - Virtual Ram Concept For Windows. In this method, we are going to use virtual
memory to convert .... Can use The USB drive As Virtual memory or ReadyBoost ... Did you know you can Use USB Flash
Drive As RAM on your Windows 10, 8.1 and win 7 systems to ... First Insert your Pen drive into any working USB port.. Yes
you can convert your pen drive into a virtual memory and use it as a RAM in windows running pc/laptop.This method will help
you to run complicated programs .... Memory of your pen drive/sub is used as virtual memory. ... (or use the option below in the
image); windows-7-usb-pen-drive-ram.jpg; Clilck Ok all Windows.. Ready Boost comprise on all free versions o fwindows vista
and windows 7. ... Using it in place of RAM memory could cause your computer to preform much .... As long as you're using
Windows 10, 8, 7, or Vista, Windows comes with a ... It's using the pen drive as RAM memory along with your real RAM.. You
can speed up Windows using ReadyBoost software feature that speeds ... The feature was also inherited to Windows 7 and later
versions, but with ... and automatically loads the relevant data to the main memory (RAM).. Read and know how to use a flash
drive as RAM on Windows. ... your pen drive into RAM for almost all the Windows versions (XP, 7, 8, 10). ... Virtual RAM or
Virtual Memory is an inbuilt functionality of your Windows machine.. use pendrive as RAM,increase ram in computer,boost
computer ... Solution Exist is introducing you with a concept of Virtual memory. ... You can use USB/ pendrive as Ram in
Windows 7, 8, 10. and for that also you don't need ...

When a flash drive or card is connected with ReadyBoost, Your Windows 7 computer uses the flash drive's memory as RAM.
After all, RAM is what controls the ...
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